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Introduction

1. REVISITING THE ISSUE OF EQUALITY
E QUALITY BET WEEN
JEWS AND GENTILES

SA
M

In his seminal essay “Paul
aul among Jews aand Gentiles,”1 Krister Stendahl
declared that “the main
in lines
nes of Pauline
Paulin interpretation—and hence both
conscious and unconscious
onscious
cious reading aand quoting of Paul by scholars and lay
people alike—have
been out of touch with one of the
ave for many centuries
cent
cen
most basic off the questions and concerns that shaped Paul’s thinking in the
first place: thee relation betw
between Jews and Gentiles.”2 Stendahl particularly
tried to demonstrate
trate
rate that
th the doctrine of justification by faith “was hamf the very specific and limited purpose of defending
mered out by Paul for
the rights of Gentile converts to be full and genuine heirs to the promises
of God to Israel.”3
His grasp of the importance of the relation between Jews and Gentiles,
however, did not provide a further investigation on the issue of equality
between Jews and Gentiles beyond the effort to emphasize Paul’s commitment to the religious rights of Gentiles as equal to Jews. The social and
practical meaning of equality between Jews and Gentiles and its further
1. Stendahl, “Paul Among Jews and Gentiles.” This essay is based on lectures delivered in 1963–1964.
2. Ibid., 1.
3. Ibid., 2; see esp. 23–40.
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implications for the problems, tension, and conflicts which developed
within early Christian communities were not taken into full consideration.
Nevertheless, Stendahl’s approach took a major step toward liberating Pauline theology from the Occidental Christian interpretation which imposed
on Paul the later Western problem of the introspective conscience4 as well
as the anachronistic dichotomy between Judaism and Christianity.
Although Stendahl had substantial impact on subsequent scholarship,
the full potential of this rediscovery of the “historical Paul” for post-colonial and liberation-oriented approaches to the origin(s) of the Christian
movement has not yet been adequately explored. In Korean Christianity,
for example, the concrete historical context of Paul’s thoughts and praxis
among Jews and Gentiles has been entirely lost and replaced by the Westtros
trosp
ern Christian, time-and-place-less universalism, introspective
individuald the ma
majo
ism, and soteriological dogmatism. This has led
majority
of Korean
exclusive individual
Christians to regard Christian faith as a meanss forr an exclusively
an
n faith has been understood as
and otherworldly salvation. Since Christian
rean” identity in its
i concrete socioassuming a universal identity, the “Korean”
ot make much difference
di
political and cultural context did not
to the meanuman beings,
bein according
ac
ing of being “Christian.” As all human
to the dominant
fication by faith alone,
aalo are sinners before God,
interpretation of Paul’s justification
cess in social statu
it is believed that differences
status, gender, ethnicity, and culture
do not count.
rsal tendency, however,
ho
Such a universal
has had an enormous impact
on the general role of Korean
Korea Christianity
Ch
in the history of Korea. Here,
ntt out some ne
neg
I want to point
negative aspects that Western theological universalism imprinted
the general ethos of Korean Christianity. First, it
nted
d on th
has contributed lesss to the transformation of and resistance against the
structural injustice of domination and oppression than to the consolidation
and maintenance of the status quo of the Korean society. The dimension
of socio-political and communal embodiment of Christian faith has been
subsumed by an individualized, a-historical, and a-cultural faith. Secondly,
the identity of “Korean” Christianity has been assimilated into Western
cultural universalism in such a way that the particularity of “Korean” identity in its specific socio-political and cultural history has been rendered
insignificant and inferior to the universal “Christian” identity, which was
actually no less than an Occidental or European identity. Ironically, but not
4. See Stendahl, “The Apostle Paul and the Introspective Conscience of the West,”
78–98.
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surprisingly, Christianity’s assumed superiority over Judaism was translated into and identified with Christianity’s superiority over other religions
in Korea. In the Korean context, being “Christian” thus has not only been
identified with being conservative toward socio-political transformation,
but also with being exclusive toward traditional Korean religious and cultural heritage.
Although the social conservatism and religious exclusivism characteristic of a predominant form of Korean Christianity today requires
a far more thorough investigation, the massive influence of the Western
theological tradition cannot be underestimated. Especially, Western theological (soteriological) readings of Paul, more precisely of the doctrine of
justification by faith, have to a great extent shaped the conservative general
pro
contour of Christian faith in Korea. Even the mostt p
progressive Christians
interpretati
nterpreta
in Korea are not quite free of the traditional interpretation
of Paul. This
—like
ke most of L
may explain why Korean minjung theology—like
Latin American
gnificant political reinterpretation
liberation theology—while achieving a significant
ass not attempted a corresponding new
of the praxis of the historical Jesus, has
understanding of Paul.5
Recent New Testament scholarship
holarship
olarship has
h made
mad significant contribution
to the reassessment of assumptions,
hypotheses, and social descriptions tramptions, hypothese
hypothe
ditionally held especiallyy regarding
of the early Christian moveegarding the origins
ori
or
ment and Judaism(s) of the first centur
century Greco-Roman world. Particularly
centu
in the recent interpretation
rpretation
ation of Paul and the Christian movement associated
with him, theree have been some
conspicuous shifts in interpretation which
s
radically challenge
of Paul especially with respect to his
allenge
enge the old pictures
p
ward
rd Judaism,
Juda
Judai
relationship toward
the famous antithesis of Law-versus-Gospel,
and the relationship
first-century Judaism and the Pauline Chrisip between
b
tianity.6 To put it simply, the traditional image of the “dejudaized” Paul has
been seriously challenged by some efforts of “rejudaizing” Paul, although
the majority of Pauline scholarship continues to insist on the former.
5. In this regard, the work of Tamez, The Amnesty of Grace is a noteworthy exception.
It is a reinterpretation and reconstruction of the doctrine of justification by faith from the
standpoint of the poor and oppressed in Latin America. In the North American context,
recently a few scholars have begun to pay attention to Paul’s opposition to the Roman
empire; Georgi, Theocracy; N. Elliott, Liberating Paul; and Horsley, ed., Paul and Empire
and Paul and Politics.
6. Esp. E. P. Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism; Dunn, “New Perspective on Paul”;
Segal, Paul the Convert; Nanos, The Mystery of Romans; Boyarin, A Radical Jew; N. Elliott, Liberating Paul; Tamez, The Amnesty of Grace; and Horsley, ed., Paul and Empire.
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At the heart of these changes lies the effort to challenge the long-held
traditional Lutheran legacy of Paul as a theological opponent of Judaism.
Above all, the doctrine of justification by faith, which was placed at the
center of Paul’s theology by the Protestant theological tradition, has been
decentered and rightly contextualized. Following Stendahl’s argument,
scholars have acknowledged that Paul’s main concern was not Luther’s
quest for a gracious God, but his own defense for the equal status of Gentile
Christians, as well as a new vision of community which subverts the basic
concepts of Roman Empire.7 Furthermore, they discovered that the picture
of Judaism drawn from Paul’s supposed negative statements on the Jewish
Law is fundamentally wrong, with no correspondence to the ordinary Jewish self-understanding of the relationship between God’s grace and Jewish
observance of law within the covenantal relationship.
ip. This
Th discovery that
first-century Judaism had nothing to do with the picture ste
sstereotyped as the
n bee attributed tto E. P. Sandreligion of “legalistic work-righteousness” can
which has received
an
n Judaism,8 whic
ers’s extensive study of Paul and Palestinian
9
wide acceptance among Pauline scholars.
ars.
rs.
While acknowledging valuablee contributions to the interpretation of
ion
on to the historical
historica
hi
Paul’s theology with more attention
context of first-century
Judaism, I take issue with thee so-called “new p
perspective on Paul,”10 asking
how much it has brought a real shift of par
pa
paradigm in the study of Paul. The
new perspective on Paul
aul
ul basically tries to explain Paul’s stance toward the
Jewish law, specifically
cally toward “work
“works of the Law” against the background
which w
of “covenantal nomism” whi
was characterized by Sanders as the generally prevailingg religious ethos in Palestinian Judaism.
rgument
ument d
The main argument
derived from this perspective is that Paul opposed
Jewish covenantal nomism
om
understood in nationalistic terms—“covenantal
nomism as restricting the covenant to those within the boundaries marked
by the law, that is, to Jews and proselytes.”11 Although such an argument
seeks to make Paul’s theology intelligible to the covenantal context of firstcentury Judaism and to explore the social function of the Law, I would
7. See Horsley, ed., Paul and Empire.
8. E. P. Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism.
9. E.g., Dunn, “New Perspective on Paul”; “Incident at Antioch”; Longenecker, Eschatology and the Covenant; Watson, Paul, Judaism and the Gentiles; Räisänen, Paul and the
Law; Boyarin, A Radical Jew.
10. See Dunn, “New Perspective on Paul.”
11. Dunn, “Theology of Galatians,” 134–35.
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argue that it remains limited to a primarily theological concern. It is still
grounded on the supposed theological antithesis of Paul and Judaism. As
Neil Elliott critically remarks, it “simply casts Bauer’s old dialectic of ‘Pauline universalism’ versus ‘Jewish particularism’ in sociological terms.”12
For many centuries since Paul left his letters to Western Christianity,
theologians and scholars have been troubled by and preoccupied with a
series of dichotomous formulae that they found crucial to Paul’s theological
doctrines such as law-gospel, flesh-spirit, works-faith, and so on. In order
to avoid falling into another trap of the dichotomy of dejudaized Paul and
rejudaized Paul, we need to problematize the definitions and nature of both
terms of “dejudaized” and “rejudaized,” and to be mindful once again of
Paul among Jews and Gentiles as Krister Stendahl invoked.13
In this study, I challenge both the traditional interpretation
nter
nterp
of “dejudaized” Paul and the emerging reinvention of “rejudaized”
judaized”
udaized” Paul
P by revisiting
and reassessing the problems involved in the Jew-Gentile
w-Gentile difference
diff
in early
Christian groups. I would argue that in both old and new interpretations
of Paul, the differences between Jews
wss and Gentiles aar
are treated in rather
eralizing
ralizing ways. Thu
simplistic, essentializing, and generalizing
Thus, I shall attempt to ind in the Jew
Jew-Genti
vestigate the problems involved
Jew-Gentile difference by relocating
o-historical situ
situat
the issue into concrete socio-historical
situations and discerning different
and conflicting interests,, tendencies
endencies and p
policies among different groups or
members of the groups.
ps.
The question
n about
out equal st
status
s
between Jews and Gentiles was
one of the vexing
xing
ing issues among
am
Pauline communities and has recaptured
scholarly attention
ention
ntion for the rreinterpretation of Paul’s theology and praxis.
miliar
liar theme
the
I revisit this familiar
in Pauline scholarship by bringing a distinct
h is, the problem of equality and difference. At Paul’s
angle to the fore, that
time it was closely linked with the relationship between Jews and Gentiles
and played a crucial role in the historical development of early Christian
self-understanding and social formation. Moreover, the problem of equality and difference has become a new focus of theoretical discourses within
contemporary social criticisms and movements.
If, according to Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza, the vision of egalitarian
community without injustice, subordination, and discrimination was a significant aspect of the early Christian faith and praxis (cf. Gal 3:26–28),14 in
12. N. Elliott, Liberating Paul, 70.
13. Stendahl, Paul among Jews and Gentiles.
14. Schüssler Fiorenza, In Memory of Her, esp. 160–218.
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what ways were Christian congregations expected to practice such a vision
of equality between Jews and Gentiles? Given the ethnic, socio-religious,
and cultural differences between Jews and Gentiles, how could these differences be related to an egalitarian vision of faith that recognizes “neither Jew
nor Gentile” (Gal 3:26–28)? How did Paul and other early Christians understand and practice this asserted equality between Jews and Gentiles?15
How could and did Jewish Christians or Christian Jews understand the status of Gentile Christians? On the other hand, what could and did it mean
to Gentile Christians that they were equal to their Jewish fellow believers?
How did the understanding of equality intersect with experiences of difference between Jews and Gentiles within Christian communities?
One of my arguments in this study is that the problem of equality and
ated simply in terms of
difference between Jews and Gentiles cannot be treated
pposition tto Judaism and
abstract, theological principles such as Paul’s opposition
ularism.
ism.” A
he same time it
“Pauline universalism” versus “Jewish particularism.
Att the
ustification
stification of the status of Gencannot be understood merely as Paul’s justification
versity of first-cen
first-century Judaism and
tile Christians,16 or a matter of the diversity
early Christianity. There is a need for a more contex
contextual approach to the
dynamic, relational meaning of equality and
an difference
diffe
between Jews and
Gentiles by paying particular attention to the specific
sp
situation of each local
thin
in the first-century
first-cent
first-cen
Christian community within
Jewish and Greco-Roman
hat both “Jewishness”
“Jewish
“Jewishn
context. This implies that
and “Gentileness” need to be
contextually related
d to the problem of equality and difference with reference to emerging
ng hierarchic
hierarchical so
social relations between Jews and Gentiles
in the early Christian
hrristian movement.
movem
Who defines “difference” as inferior and
wrong, hence as “othernes
“otherness”
otherne to be repressed and excluded? Who claims
l-bu
b
“difference” as equal-but-different
and emancipatory, hence as “identity” to
be reclaimed and included? Under what political, social, religious, and cultural conditions? These questions crucial to the issue of equality (identity)
and difference are not only relevant to the contemporary politics of difference, but also imperative for a fresh approach to the problem of equality
and difference in early Christian communities of Jews and Gentiles.

15. Cf. Gal 3:26–28; Rom 3:29–30; 1 Cor 7:19.
16. Following Stendahl, especially John Gager and Lloyd Gaston overly emphasized
this one-sided interpretation of the relation between Jews and Gentiles. See Gager, Origins of Anti-Semitism; Gaston, Paul and the Torah.
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2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
In the current interpretation of Paul and Pauline movement(s), I discern
two different positions dealing with the issue of equality/difference between Jews and Gentiles within early Christian communities. At the risk of
schematization, I define the first position as “equality without difference,”
and the second position as “equality with difference.” A few scholars whose
works are representative of different approaches and foci will be selectively
reviewed.

.. Equality without Diﬀerence
(a) E. P. Sanders
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As pointed out above, according to the traditional
onal
al approach stemming
s
from
the Reformation, Paul attacked the idea that
hat
at salvation can be
b earned by acts
of obedience to the Law, as held by his
Jewish Christian oppois Jewish or Jewis
nents. Paul has thus been interpreted
ed as a theological opponent of Judaism,
en characterized as a religion of “workswhereby Judaism itself has been
Ju
righteousness.” In his Paul and Palestinian Judaism
E. P. Sanders made a
fundamental challenge to
o such a stereotyped
stereotyp
stereotype presentation of Judaism.
Sanders argues that
hat Palestinian Ju
Jud
Judaism of 200 BCE to 200 CE should
be understood principally
ncipally
pally within tthe
th context of the relationship between
law and covenant.
nt. Based on a tho
thorough investigation of the Jewish material
hat
at context, Sanders
Sand
an
relevant to that
highlights a basic element of the Judaism
of the period, which stan
stand
stands in direct opposition to the picture of Judaism
raditi
described in the traditional
interpretation of Paul: “In all the literature surveyed, obedience maintains one’s position in the covenant, but it does not
earn God’s grace as such.”17
Defining the basic character of the Jewish observance as “covenantal
nomism,” Sanders asserts that it was “the basic type of religion, pervasive in
Palestine before 70 and known by Jesus and Paul.”18 Throughout his work,
Sanders argues that the Judaism of the first century cannot be characterized
as “petty legalism, self-serving and self-deceiving casuistry, and a mixture
of arrogance and lack of confidence in God,”19 and that it is misleading to
17. E. P. Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism, 420 (emphasis original).
18. Ibid., 422–26 (emphasis original).
19. Ibid., 427.
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link Paul’s negative statements against the Law with such a characterization. As Daniel Boyarin’s deliberate comment on Sanders’s undisputable
contribution says, “He has laid the foundations for a reading which neither
slanders Judaism nor slanders Paul by making his account of Judaism a
slander.”20
In order to explain Paul’s attitude toward the Law, Sanders finds an alternative in his understanding of Paul’s Christological soteriology: In Jesus
Christ God has provided the salvation for all who believe, whether Jew or
Gentile. Sanders continues to argue that for Paul “Righteousness cannot be
by law, since it is by faith, not since doing the law leads to boasting.”21 He
also says that “The promise cannot be inherited on the basis of keeping the
law, because that would exclude Gentiles. But Gentiles cannot be excluded,
for God has appointed Christ as Lord of the whole wo
world and as savior of
all who believe, and has especially called and appointed
pointed Paul
Pa as apostle to
P
the Gentiles.”22 Thus, the antithesis of faith and law itself is not changed
perspec
at all. Rather its ground is argued from a different perspective.
Here, it is
important to note that in his understanding
nding of Paul’s “by faith, not by law”
Sanders seeks to combine Paul’s Christological
hristological
hr
istological soteriology
soter
with the issue
of Gentile inclusion, although the
he logical priorit
priority
p
is given to the former
and it is not accounted for how the two ar
are tightly connected. Sanders
draws the issue of Gentilee inclusion
nclusion principally
princi
princip
from his understanding of
Paul’s Christological universalism,
niversalism, that is, “Christ as savior of all.” But that
ders argues,
rgues, is only possible through faith in Christ, and
universalism, Sanders
therefore it is exclusivistic
xclusivistic un
univer
universalism, in the sense of “not by law.”
One of the
hee problems w
wi
with Sanders’s soteriological interpretation of
Paul is that Paul’s’s position is rendered as inexplicable within the context
of covenantal nomism
sm o
of the first-century Judaism which Sanders has presented so convincingly. At the same time Paul’s position remains unique
when compared with the views of other Jewish Christians. As Sanders
himself recognizes, if other Jewish Christians also had faith in Christ and
believed that they are saved by faith, then soteriological Christology does
not seem to be an appropriate explanatory framework to account for different views, tendencies, and strategies with respect to issues involved in difference between Jews and Gentiles within the early Christian communities.

20. Boyarin, A Radical Jew, 47.
21. E. P. Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism, 484.
22. Ibid., 489–90 (emphasis original).
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As a consequence, it is not surprising to see that Sanders deals with the
practical dimension of the issue of Gentile inclusion and the equal fellowship between Jews and Gentiles within the Christian community in terms
of “matter of behaviors” with respect to the Jewish law. According to Sanders, when the question is not about an entry requirement, Paul regarded
important aspects of the law as “indifferent” or “optional,” especially the requirement of circumcision, special days, and special food.23 Sanders further
argues that such a principle of “tolerance” toward the Jewish laws did not
work in actual interaction between Jews and Gentiles within the Christian
community. Sanders offers this reason: “If Jewish and Gentile Christians
were to eat together, one would have to decide whether to live as a Jew or
as a Gentile . . . The Antioch incident would seem to show that, if Jews were
present, Paul would expect them not to observe thee Jewish
Jew dietary laws.”24
Je
Did Paul really view the Jewish particularities
ities embodying
embo
emb
the Jewish
way of life as the obstacle to Christian unity?
y? Sanders
anders prese
presents the picture
of Paul as a Jew who eventually “viewed
d it as the only behavior
be
beh
in accord
25
the sake of unity and
with the truth of the gospel to live as a Gentile,” for th
equality for the Gentiles.
I will try to problematizee his assumption
assump
that
t
the observance of the
Jewish laws is the only criterion
erion that deter
determ
determines the “difference” between
ders’s
s’s discussion o
Jews and Gentiles. Sanders’s
of the practical dimension of the
ews
ws and Gentiles almost necessarily evades a proper
equal fellowship of Jews
treatment of Rom
m 14:1—15:13,
14:1—15:13
—15:13,, where,
wh
contrary to Sanders’s view, Jews are
expected to continue
ntinue their p
pract
practices.

(b) James D. G. Dunn

James D. G. Dunn fully accepts Sanders’s basic understanding of Judaism’s
covenantal nomism by which obedience of the law was characterized as
“maintaining” the covenantal relationship with God, not as a means of “entering” the covenant.26 While generally agreeing with Sanders’s description
of the first-century Judaism, Dunn rightly observes the methodological
limitation of Sanders’s work: “The most surprising feature of Sanders’ writing, however, is that he himself has failed to take the opportunity his own
23. E. P. Sanders, Paul, the Law, and the Jewish People, 113–14.
24. Ibid., 177.
25. Ibid., 178.
26. Dunn, “New Perspective on Paul,” 186.
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ground-breaking work offered. Instead of trying to explore how far Paul’s
theology could be explicated in relation to Judaism’s ‘covenantal nomism,’
he remained more impressed by the difference between Paul’s pattern of
religious thought and that of first-century Judaism.”27
Thus, Dunn’s main intention is to demonstrate how Paul and other
Jewish Christians might be related to the covenantal nomism of firstcentury Judaism. Dunn finds the key clue from his exegetical elaboration
on the textual and sociological meaning of the term “works of the law” in
Galatians. Dunn observes that within the historical context of Judaism and
the mind-set of the first-century Jews, the notion of “works of the law”
became the fundamental identity marker, or boundary marker which distinguishes the Jews as God’s covenant people from Gentiles and others. As
ike circumcision,
c
such it refers to the observance of particular laws like
food
laws and Sabbath.
ure of the historical
histor
Dunn points out that at a certain juncture
developticularly
icularly at the Antioch
An
ment of early Christian movement(s), particularly
incident,
n “covenantal nomism.
nom
Paul came to see a problem involved in
” In terms of
st,
t,” not “justificati
“justificatio
“justification by faith in Jesus Christ,
“justification by faith” which reng,
g, Paul objects
obj
flects a basic Jewish understanding,
to the idea that “God’s jus2
IIn attacking “justification by
antal nomism.’”28
tification depends on ‘covenantal
works of the law,” Paul attacks
tacks
cks a particular understanding of the covenant,
that is, a “nationalistic
icc or racial” understanding
unde
und
of the covenant. Dunn
presents this as the precise
ise point whe
where Paul the Jew distanced himself from
Jewish C
his fellow Jews and other Jew
Christians.
ng Dunn’s
Dunn
n’s contribution,
contri
contr
Regarding
at least two points need to be menudy.
y. First, Dunn gave considerable weight to the historical
tioned for my study.
significance of justification
fi
fica
by faith in Jesus by relating it closely to covenantal nomism. He attempted to deal with the issue of covenantal nomism
within the historical development of early Christian movement(s), taking
into considerations when and how the issue became a matter of conflict
between Paul and his fellow Jewish Christians. Second, Dunn brought the
issue of identity to the discussion of justification by faith, making the issue of covenantal nomism a common ground for comparing different approaches among early Christian groups toward the problem of emerging
Christian self-identity.

27. Ibid., 186 (emphasis original).
28. Ibid., 195.
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Yet, there are some debatable points in Dunn’s work. First, in his work
Dunn consistently argues that Paul attacked the nationalistic, racial, and
ethnic expression of covenantal nomism. However, Dunn does not seem to
offer an understandable motivation for Paul’s criticism of the nationalistic
identity of the covenant, apart from the explanation that Paul understood
Jesus’ death and resurrection as the fulfillment of the covenant which transcends the ethnic boundaries of the covenant. But Dunn does not provide
an explanation of why Paul understood Jesus’ death and resurrection as
transcending the ethnic boundaries of the covenant. Second, as far as the
issue of identity is concerned, Dunn’s approach appears to be more or less
static. Although he rightly deals with the “social function of the law” in his
discussion of the relationship of Paul to covenantal nomism, it still remains
tot
to
a question of whether Paul should be interpreted ass totally
denying the naJewishne
Jewishn
tional identity of covenantal nomism in terms of Jewishness.

PL

(c) Alan F. Segal

SA
M

In Paul the Convert: The Apostolate
te and Apostasy of Saul the Pharisee,29Alan
Segal presents a great deal of discussion
cussion on the problem
p
of Jew-Gentile difference in Paul and early Christian
hrristian commun
communi
communities. Segal appropriately locates
the issue within the diverse
versee context of fir
fi
first-century Judaism and identifies
blem
em with the qu
the crux of the problem
question of ritual distinctions between
es within early C
Jews and Gentiles
Christian groups as a Jewish apocalyptic
sectarian movement.
vement.
ement A
An
n im
impor
important aspect of Segal’s contribution lies in the
complex way he articulates the significance of Paul’s conversion experience
in its personal and
nd
d social
socia effects for the understanding of the meaning of
law and faith in Paul,l his commitment to Gentile Christian communities,
and consequently his position about the Jew-Gentile difference.
Dissociating his position from the traditional approaches to theological and psychological aspects of Paul’s conversion, Segal urges us to see
both personal and social aspects of Paul’s conversion experience as integral
to Paul’s articulation of a new meaning of faith in Christ and its social consequences for Paul and his Gentile Christians. Segal also stresses that Paul’s
own personal conversion experience is tightly linked to his postconversion
experience in the Gentile community. This double-edged—both personal
and communal—experience is, according to Segal, what led Paul to attain a
new understanding of “faith.” Thus, Segal says: “Faith means more to Paul
29. Segal, Paul the Convert.
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than remaining faithful and steadfast to the covenant. It is not something
that Judaism or Jewish Christianity exhibits, but it is inherent in gentile
Christianity. The paradigm for this type of religion is Paul’s own conversion
from the surety of his Pharisaic observances to the freedom and uncertainties of his gentile Christianity.”30
Although Segal often uses somewhat totalizing words such as “Jewish
Christianity” and “gentile Christianity” in describing different social formations of the early Christian movement, and tends to see them as separate
entities, he is certainly rejecting the conventional understanding of Paul’s
conversion as a change in religion, that is, conversion from one religion
(Judaism) to another religion (Christianity). Rather, Segal emphasizes that
to Paul conversion means a “radical change in the community to which
abo the centrality of
abou
Paul give allegiance,”31 and that by faith Paul talks about
faith for defining a new community to which hee was converted.
conv
con
The new
community is based on “the experience of transformation
ransformation
sformation into
in the spirit
through faith, which lives without the obligations
bligations
igations of Torah
Tora
Torah.”32 According
to Segal, this new faith means to Paul a radical revaluing
revaluin the meaning of
the observance of Jewish law, for he was once faith
faithfully committed as a
Pharisaic Jew.
Segal rightly insists that
statements
att Paul’s stateme
statement and arguments regarding
the opposition of law and
as being derived not from
d faith be considered
conside
consid
any abstract theology, but from his exp
expe
experience with Gentile Christian congregations based upon
pon his own conv
conversion experience: “He is advocating a
new definition of community in which
the performance of the special laws
w
of Judaism does
ess not figure. This
Th new definition is an attempt to enfranchise
the community in which he
h lives, the community in which he learned the
value and meaning off his
h religious conversion.”33
Further, challenging the traditional approaches to the Pauline lawfaith antithesis, Segal pinpoints the origin and core of the opposition of law
and faith in the following statement: “The vexing issue of the ritual status
of gentiles—and not their salvation or even philosophical issues of universalism or particularism or the value of the works’ righteousness—directly
occasions Paul’s meditations on law.34
30. Ibid., 121 (Segal’s emphasis).
31. Ibid.
32. Ibid., 122.
33. Ibid., 124.
34. Ibid., 125.
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While Segal basically agrees with the argument of Stendahl, Gaston,
and Gager that Paul made negative statements about Jewish law mainly
for the defense of the religious rights of the Gentiles, he takes a different
position from their assertion that Torah remains in effect for Jews in terms
of “two separate paths—salvation for gentiles in Christianity and for Jews
in Torah.”35 I agree with Segal’s position, inasmuch as it underscores the
central importance of faith in Christ for the definition of a new community
of believers (both Jews and Gentiles)36 within Judaism.
Yet, Segal’s argument moves beyond this. Based on his reading of Galatians 2, especially Gal 2:15–16, Segal argues for the exclusive value of faith
in Paul, meaning that faith excludes Torah for all—not only for Gentiles
but also for Jews.37 Interpreting the faith-law opposition Paul articulated in
Gal 2:15–16 in soteriological terms, Segal argues that
hat to Paul “ceremonial
This is the point at
Torah is of no significance for salvation for anyone.
yone.”38 Th
yone
which Segal differs from the Stendahl-Gaston-Gager
ton-Gager
Gager position.
positi
According
to Segal, since Jewish ceremonial law hass no soteriologica
soteriological significance for
ir
all, Paul considers the observance of ceremonial law irrelevant
to anyone.
aul might have ggiven up observing the
This leads Segal to suggest that Paul
ouraged
uraged Jew
Jewish C
ceremonial laws and even encouraged
Christians to do so.39 Thus,
Segal maintains that Paul, as a consequence
consequenc of his conversion experience
and his commitment to hiss Gentile Chr
Christian
communities, advocates the
Chris
i
irrelevance of ceremonial
salvation
and promotes the eradication
nial Torah
ah for sal
sa
of ritual distinction
on between
tween Jews aand Gentiles. Segal explains this as Paul’s
consistent “ideological”
toward Jewish ceremonial law that funceological” position
po
tioned to differentiate
Gentiles.40 As far as Segal’s focus on such
fferentiate
rentiate Jews from
f
sition is concerned, it might not be wrong to associate his
an ideological position
interpretation with
h the
th
h category of “equality without difference.”
However, regarding the practical dimension of Paul’s position toward
Jewish ceremonial law and the Jew-Gentile difference Segal presents an
35. Ibid., 130.
36. Whereas Segal seems to overemphasize the Gentile composition of the community to which Paul was converted, I prefer to see more mixed nature of both Jews and
Gentiles such as in the Antiochene community.
37. Segal, Paul the Convert, 130–33.
38. Ibid., 132 (emphasis original).
39. Cf. ibid., 130, 210. “There can be no doubt that Paul himself has not only preached
the end of ceremonial laws, he has given up his adherence to them, though obviously not
to their ethical impulse and statutes” (210).
40. See ibid., 201–18.
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interesting argument, which allows much more complexity and flexibility
for Paul’s policy. Segal deals with the practical issues of circumcision and
dietary laws within the early Christian communities more contextually
and from a Jewish legal perspective, focusing on the importance of unity
between Jewish and Gentile Christians or Paul’s vision of a new, unified
Christian community.41 Mainly drawing on Paul’s statements in1 Cor
7:17–20 and 1 Cor 9:20–22 as well as the story about Paul’s practice of vows
in Acts 18:18 and Acts 21:17–26, Segal argues that Paul often changed his
practice regarding Jewish ceremonial law and made occasional compromises for the sake of church unity, but without violating his ideological
principle of freedom from Jewish ceremonial law.
Paul’s overriding concern for the unity of church, Segal argues, enabled
dat
dati
him to make “a generous or diplomatic accommodation
to the circumcised gentiles and Jews within Christianity, but it is not a compromise in
en Paul’s
aul’s ideological
ideolog
principle
principle.”42 Segal makes a distinction between
s) and his policy of
o magnanimity
(= the abolition of Jewish ceremonial laws)
“Fr
From
om Paul’s perspective
p
the ac(= accommodation to Jewish Christians):
):43 “From
commodation is a kind of magnanimity.
imity.
mity Hee outlines two axioms, an ideological position of strength and
d a diplomatic
diploma principle
pri
of conciliation.”44
Thus, Segal’s discussion of Paul’s
policy seems
ul’s practice and accommodating
a
to be determined by his understanding
Paul’s ideological principle. That
derstanding of P
is why Segal refers to Paul’s
aul’s practice as a “compromise,” assessing it in light
of Paul’s ideological
asserts: “When salvation itself is
al principle,
inciple, as Segal
S
Se
not the issue, and
nd especially when church unity is the issue, Paul, however,
seems ready to
o accommodate . . . Although this is a compromise ritual posicompromi
mprom
tion, Paul is not compromising
his ideological position. Since Paul believes
that his ritual is of no iimportance for salvation, whether he observes it or
not is irrelevant. He chooses not to exercise his freedom to ignore them.”45
Furthermore, although Segal tries to show how Paul accommodates
himself to different situations to maintain unity between Jews and Gentiles
within the Christian communities, Paul’s compromise is explained basically in terms of his own accommodation to “the feelings of the circumcised

41. See ibid., 201–28, 224–53.
42. Ibid., 214.
43. Ibid., esp. 210–18 (my emphasis).
44. Ibid., 236.
45. Ibid., 239 (emphasis original).
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gentiles and Jews within Christianity.”46 Segal seems to give less attention to
the dynamic and social relations underlying the problems involved in the
Jew-Gentile difference and especially varying patterns of Jew-Gentile hierarchical relations within/between the communities. Recognizing Segal’s
comprehensive discussion on the issue of Jewish ceremonial law within the
early Christian communities and his contextual approach to Paul’s practice
toward the ceremonial law, I intend to deal with Paul’s practice by relating
the problem of Jew-Gentile difference within early Christian communities
to the issue of social hierarchical relations. This means an attempt to focus
on the concrete contexts before and after the Jerusalem conference and the
Antioch incident, the relationship between the Jerusalem church and the
Antioch church, and differences in Jew-Gentile relations between the community at Antioch and the community in Rome.

PL

(d) Elizabeth A. Castelli

SA
M

Elizabeth A. Castelli’s book Imitatingg Paul: A Discourse
Discours of Power47 is a critical engagement with Paul’s discourse
urse of mimesis from
fro the postmodern perspective on the problematic off sameness
(identity) and difference. Although
meness (id
(identit
Castelli’s book does not deal
question concerning equality and difal with my questio
questi
ference between Jews and
deserves a special recognition
nd Gentiles, her work
w
in relation to the theoretical
oretical
retical framework
framewo
framewor she has introduced to Pauline studies. As shall be discussed
iscussed in the fo
following chapter, the theoretical and hermeneutical considerations
onsiderations
nsiderations of
o my
m study have some resonance with Castelli’s
critique of “the
hee economy of sameness” as “the construction of the foil of the
other as a cultural
necessity” in Western culture and the master discourses
all neces
of Western Christianity.48 Castelli’s study of Paul’s discourse of mimesis can
be considered as a significant work which initiated the project of critical
appropriation of postmodern discourses into the arena of Pauline studies.
Within a similar cultural critical framework, Daniel Boyarin brought his
own “Jewish” question for his interpretive critique of Paul’s universalism in
the general contour of Pauline discourses. My use of postmodern language
and notions such as “discourse,” “social formation,” and “identity/difference” in this study is in part indebted to Castelli’s contribution.49
46. Ibid., 214.
47. Castelli, Imitating Paul.
48. Ibid., 41.
49. For the definitions of such terms, see ibid., 51–56. As shall be discussed below,
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Stressing that Paul occupies an “important place in the master narratives of Western culture,” Castelli interrogates how Paul’s discourse of
mimesis as “the drive toward sameness” contributes to the construction
of the “the hegemony of identity” in Western culture.50 Given her focus
on the problem of sameness and difference, Castelli understandably takes
up Paul’s discourse of imitation, because imitation on the linguistic level
stands on the side of sameness and identity. On this point, Castelli writes:
“Mimesis presupposes a valorization of sameness over against difference.
Certain conceptual equations accompany this move: unity and harmony
are associated with sameness while difference is attributed characteristics
of diffusion, disorder, and discord.”51
Further, Castelli emphasizes the social implications articulated in the
mimetic relationship in terms of a hierarchical relationship,
tions
ion
the privileged
status of a person or a model, and the role of authority.
thority. Th
Thu
Thus, Castelli’s interpretive goal is to investigate how Paul’s rhetoric
toricc of mimesis ideologically
functions as a discourse of power and as such establishes a certain set of
hristian
hr
istian social formation.
fo
hierarchical social relations in early Christian
This enables Castelli to deploy particularlyy Michel Fo
F
Foucault’s
ucaul theoretical notions
ucault
ruth/claim to tru
and discourses on “power” and “truth/claim
truth.”
l’s’s discourse of mimesis
m
In her reading of Paul’s
Castelli emphasizes
Paul’s “privileged position”
n” as “the one who
wh speaks” and the role of his authority within early Christian
hristian
hr
istian communities.
commun
Paul’s discourse on mimesis,
according to Castelli,
lli, “constructs
onstructs the early communities within a hierarchical economy of sameness which
wh both
b
appropriates the members of the early
nd reinscribes Paul’s privileged position as natural.”52 Concommunities and
li’s reading
readin of Paul’s discourse of mimesis concludes that it
sequently, Castelli’s
is “a demand for thee era
erasure of difference,”53 which has contributed to “the
broader Western enactment of sameness and resistance to difference.”54
While appreciating Castelli’s theoretical frameworks and interpretive agendas in her critique of the economy of sameness, my approach to
identity/difference will show some differences in the interpretive agenda,
my appropriation of postmodern critique of “the logic of identity” and the meaning of
“difference” draws on Young’s work, Justice and the Politics of Difference.
50. Castelli, Imitating Paul, 17.
51. Ibid., 16.
52. Ibid., 117.
53. Ibid., 124.
54. Ibid., 127.
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emphasis, and strategy, and therefore a different reading of Paul’s politics of
difference. First, although I also consider hierarchical relations an important interpretive lens in my reading of Paul’s discourse, I put more emphasis
on hierarchical relations between Jews and Gentiles within Paul’s communities, rather than on Paul’s privileged position toward his communities.
Second, although I acknowledge the significance of the social and reading
effects of Christian discourses such as Paul’s discourse, I do not see why
textual effects must be separated from the issue of “intentionality” of texts
(authors), so far as “the claim to truth” is perceived as “intentional,” not
“self-evident” (as Castelli argues).55 Further, I claim that “the gap between
intent and effect” invites readers to discern its historical and ideological
complicities, rather than rendering the author’s intention irrelevant. What
is more important for my concern is to frame the
he q
question in terms of
“reading effects for whom?” Third, in approaching
of sameness
ng the problem
prob
pro
h the relation
and difference, my study is more concerned with
relations of “equality”
hink that the no
to “sameness” and “difference.” I do not think
notions of equality
and unity are identical with “sameness,
s,” thus categorica
categorically
categorical repressing difference. These questions and related issues
ssues shall be discussed
dis
in the following
chapter of this study.

(e) Daniel Boyarin

A Radical Jew: Paul and the Pol
Poli
Politics of Identity is the product of Daniel
Boyarin’s own
n wrestling w
with Pauline (Christian) universalism from the
cultural critical
cal
al perspective of a contemporary Jew. Boyarin’s reading of
Paul is a radicall challenge
challen to Western Christian universalism which has
been “a powerful force for coercive discourses of sameness, denying the
rights of Jews, women, and others to retain their differences.”56 Bringing
the specific question of Jewish difference and other differences, Boyarin
situates his work within the intellectual climate of the contemporary critical and cultural studies. What motivates his work is the cultural critical
stance he takes against the Christian universalism “which deprives those
who have historically grounded identities in those material signifiers of the
power to speak for themselves and remain different.”57 He asks the same
question that I brought to this study and with which I am struggling, that
55. For Castelli’s position on these issues, see ibid., 119–21.
56. Boyarin, A Radical Jew, 233.
57. Ibid., 220.
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is, “Are the specificities of human identity, the differences, of value, or are
they only an obstacle in the striving for justice and liberation?”58 However,
Paul’s politics of difference that my work aims to offer as an answer to the
question shall be strikingly different from Paul’s universalism as Boyarin
sees and rejects it as flawed.
From the outset, Boyarin starts with his basic assumption that “Paul
was motivated by a Hellenistic desire for the One, which among other
things produced an ideal of a universal human essence, beyond difference
and hierarchy.”59 Paul’s passionate concern for the oneness of humanity
was accomplished, according to Boyarin, by the interpretive means of “the
radically dualist and allegorical hermeneutic” Paul developed. Throughout
his book, Boyarin persistently argues that Paul’s universalism of “neither
Jew nor Gentile” is meant to be the erasure of not only
nly Jew-Gentile difference but also all human cultural specificities. Despite
espite
es
pite the
th significance of
ings to the Pauline
Pauli discourse,
the cultural critical hermeneutics Boyarin brings
aul’s universalism with Western
his reading of Paul far too much equates Paul’s
Christian imperialist universalism, or at least the post
post-Pauline development. The significant historical change
nge of time and power
p
is not taken into
full consideration.
Boyarin’s presuppositions
ns that Paul’s universalism
uni
un
was motivated by
a Hellenistic ideal of a universal
iversal
ersal human being
bei
be
beyond difference and hierought
ught to eradicate
eradicat all human cultural particularities
archy and that Paul sought
articularly
larly Jewish difference, are problematic. Although
and differences, particularly
Boyarin regardss Paul’s discourse
disco
as an inner-Jewish cultural discourse, he
his
is convincingly
convincing to the actual reading of Paul’s text and confails to apply this
text. “Jewish difference”
fference”
ence” is mostly discussed as Jewish self-identity within
the framework of later
ater Jewish-Christian relations, not that of Jew-Gentile
relations at the time of Paul.
It should be acknowledged that the early Christian groups represented
in Paul’s discourse did not yet form a religious entity separate from Judaism, nor did they obtain any social and political power as to define or devalue the Jewish cultural and ethnic practices as “difference,” although such
a nascent tendency could become visible within certain groups as reflected
in Romans. Who defines “difference” as “otherness” to be excluded and who
claims “difference” as “self-identity” becomes crucial for the contextual and

58. Ibid., 3.
59. Ibid., 7.
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relational understanding of the meaning of “difference” in antiquity and
our postmodern society as well.
Since here I problematize Boyarin’s definition of the term “Jewish
difference” and its applicability to Paul and his communities, I feel compelled to make definitional and conceptual clarifications on terms I use in
my work, such as “Christian,” “Christians,” Jewish Christian,” and “Gentile
Christian.” Although the proper use of the terms “Jewish Christians” and
“Gentile Christians” has been disputed,60 the use of the adjective “Christian” and “Christians” is generally taken for granted among New Testament
scholarship. As I pointed out, if the early Jewish messianic and apocalyptic
groups in Palestine and the Diaspora with which Paul and other Jews and
Gentiles associated did not yet belong to a religious entity separate from
late time, the question
Judaism, i.e., what has become “Christianity” in later
here is whether the use of the term “Christian” in referri
referrin
referring to such groups
and the members is appropriate.
Further, the ambiguity and difficulty
tyy involved in the use of the term
“Christian” becomes more complicated
ed when we need to characterize the
in
n the larger framework
fram
nature of such communities within
of Jewish comhat extent did Pa
munities. In other words, to what
Pauline communities or the
early Jewish sectarian communities
mmunities which had a belief in Jesus Christ
ociate themsel
themselv
as the Jewish messiah associate
themselves with the surrounding Jewish
hold communitie
communiti
synagogue or household
communities and at the same time dissociate
themselves from thosee larger Jewish
Jewi groups? Despite its importance, the
mplexity
plexity and the
t paucity
p
historical complexity
of historical evidence related to this
es not allow us an
aany clear answer.
question does
tth pre-70 CE period no follower of Jesus, includGiven thatt during the
ing Paul, identified
d him/herself
h
as a “Christian” in the sense of what we
call later “Christianity” separate from Rabbinic Judaism, I concede that
my use of “Christian” is definitely anachronistic.61 However, despite a
considerable—though unidentifiable—degree of affinity between Pauline
communities and Jewish synagogue communities in the Diaspora, whenever there is need to differentiate the former from the latter I use the term
“Christian” to refer to the Pauline communities, such as early “Christian”
communities or Pauline “Christian” communities. Even in that case, my
60. For example, see Malina, “Jewish Christianity or Christian Judaism,” 46–56; Nanos, The Mystery of Romans, 21 n. 1.
61. In Acts 11:26 the author of Luke-Acts retrospectively, about thirty years after,
refers to the members of the Antiochene community as “Christians” (ÇĎÉÀÊÌÀ¸ÅÇţ), and
the term nowhere occurs in Paul who exclusively talks about Jews and Gentiles.
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use of the term “Christian” precludes any implication of the later phenomenon of a complete break between the Christian ëÁÁÂ¾Êţ¸ and the Jewish
ÊÍÅ¸ºÑºŢ. Rather, my emphasis is on the “associative” and “analytical” use
of the term “Christian.” This refers to the community’s association with
“Christ” in differentiation from other communities on the one hand, and
to Jews and Gentiles within the community in differentiation from other
Jews and Gentiles outside the community on the other hand. A flexible use
of the term “Christian” articulated in this way will be pertinent to the use
of other terms such as “inter-Jewish,” “intra-Jewish,” “inner-Christian,” and
“intramural.”62
Regarding the conventional use of “Jewish Christians” and “Gentile
Christians,” some scholars prefer the terms “Christian Jews” and “Christian
Gentiles,” emphasizing that at least before 70 CE Chr
Christianity was not a
separate religion from Judaism. In that case, the term “Jewish
“Jew Christians”
“Je
is perceived as bi-religious rather than ethnico-religious.
nico-religious.
-religious. H
However, I do
not think that a bi-religious meaning fits the term “Gentil
“Gentile Christians.” I
histori ambiguity and
histo
believe that, given the early pre-70 CE period of historical
d “Chr
““Christian
C istian Jews”
Jews are interchangeable
uncertainty, “Jewish Christians” and
ntramural charac
in application. Considering the intramural
character of Jewish-Gentile relations within Pauline communities,
unities,
es, I prefer to use “Jewish Christians” and
“Gentile Christians” as ethnico-religious
hnico-religious
ico-religious ter
te
terms—not too rigidly, though.63

62. For the usee of these terminolog
termin
terminologies by other scholars, see chapter 4 n. 1 below.
63. After my dissertation was completed, some scholars have taken issue with the
ėÇËand
and`ÇÍ
`ÇÍ
translation of `ÇÍ»¸ėÇËand`ÇÍ»¸ėÇÀ
as “Jew” and “Jews” with regard to historical, theobl m e.g., see Esler, Conflict and Identity in Romans, esp. 62–76;
blem
logical, and ethical problems:
Cohen, The Beginnings of Jewishness, esp. 69–139; and J. H. Elliott, “Jesus the Israelite,”
119–54. While Cohen argues for the relevance of the use of Jew/Jewish for`ÇÍ»¸ėÇËafter 100 BCE with its shifting religious meaning, Esler and Elliott have made persuasive
arguments that the term `ÇÍ»¸ėÇÀ used in the time of New Testament should be translated as “Judeans,” not “Jews.” Further, Elliott has made a compelling case that “Israelite”
“(`ÊÉ¸¾ÂţÌ¾Ë)” is the inside term preferred as their self-identification by the people of
Israel, including Jesus and Paul, while `ÇÍ»¸ėÇË (“Judean”) is the term with which the outsiders referred to those who were affiliated with the land of Judea, Jerusalem, and temple.
Although I made explicit the anachronistic problem of the use of the term “Christian” in studying the New Testament texts, I have not dealt with the similar problem
embedded in the use of terms “Jew” and “Jewish.” While in this work I have stressed the
ethnico-religious and social differences within different Christ groups in the Diaspora
and opposed essentialist approaches to Jew(Judean)-Gentile relations, I concede that I
am following the conventional terminology of “Jew” and “Jewish,” but not the traditional
interpretations.
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Peter J. Tomson64 aims to trace and argue for the pervasiveness of halakha
in Paul’s letters and thought. He acutely observes that “the abandonment
of the traditional Protestant view of justification as the heart of Paul has
resulted in the re-adoption of the Patristic hypothesis that Paul’s main concern is the practical annulment of the Jewish law.”65 Tomson attempts to
challenge such a position and argue that the Jewish Law at the practical
levels remained valid for Paul as well as other Jewish Christians.
According to Tomson, Paul should not be understood as the one who
separated Christianity from Judaism by eradicating the practical, halakhic
distinction between Jews and Gentiles. Rather, it is arg
argued that Paul reverted
erted to the
th Christian
C
mained a practicing Jew even after he was converted
movement. On the other hand, Tomson continues
es to argue
rgue that P
Pa
Paul’s consistent
ned
d the new Jewish
Jewis sectarian moveposition was that those Gentiles who joined
h proselytes by re
rec
ment did not have to become Jewish
receiving circumcision.
or Paul’s pluralism on his interpretation of
Tomson grounds his argument for
1 Cor 7:17–24.
ble-fellowship in G
As for the issue of table-fellowship
Galatians and Romans, Tomson
ion from
rom the dominant
dom
takes a different position
one in Pauline scholarship
which underlines thee discrepancy in Paul’s attitude toward Jewish Law.
Tomson argues that Paul pleads for
f pluralism for the sake of the unity of
Je to abandon the observance of the Jewish
each church without asking Jews
areful
reful attention
attentio to different situations reflected in Galatians
laws. With careful
and Romans, Tomson
how Paul tries to maintain the goal of comson elucidates
el
existence of Jews and
d Gentiles through his “pluralist”—not inconsistent—
position toward Jewish law in each community, arguing that in Galatians,
including the Antioch incident, Paul urged tolerance toward Gentiles,
whereas in Romans toward “delicate” Jews.66 The theme of “unity” stands
out in Tomson’s interpretation of Paul’s “pluralist position” as in Sanders
and Segal, but he comes to a different conclusion.
However, some points need to be made for further study of the issue. (1) Tomson does not seem to give any explicit explanation for the
thrust of co-existence of Jews and Gentiles apart from the unity of church
64. Tomson, Paul and the Jewish Law.
65. Ibid., 237.
66. Ibid., 222–29, 236–44.
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or pluralism which allows different lifestyles for both Jews and Gentiles.
(2) Consequently, it is not surprising to see that Tomson attributes to Paul
a pluralism in its very “neutral rationale,”67 that is, lacking a specific perspective, although Tomson admits that Paul’s pluralism does not mean
“indifference” to the Jewish law. That is why Tomson explains the rationale
underlying Paul’s position in dealing with the difference between Jews and
Gentiles at table-fellowship in terms of popular ethos of pluralism at Paul’s
time represented by Cynico-Stoic and later Rabbinic traditions.68 (3) Hence,
Tomson’s discussion on the meaning of “difference” is fundamentally based
on the halakhic difference between Jews and Gentiles and the conclusion
he draws is, as Tomson himself admits, a re-adoption of the so-called Paul’s
status quo theory, meaning that “as long as we stay in the flesh the Law
remains in force.”69

PL

(b) Mark D. Nanos:

SA
M

Mark D. Nanos’s The Mystery of Romans
mans is one of th
the most provocative
works among recent studies of Paul’s
Romans.70 His reading of
ul’s letter to the Ro
Romans is an attempt to challenge
enge
ge the traditional
trad
traditiona Lutheran interpretation
of Paul and its lingering legacies
acies in the contemporary
contem
conte
Pauline scholarship.
Nanos’s reading of Paul, his message and intentions in Romans, strikingly
he majority of the Pauline scholars. One of the main
differs from that of the
ment is that for Pa
P
points in his argument
Paul, gospel means “a Law-observant one
for Jews and a Law-respectfu
Law-respectful on
one for gentiles.”71
In defense
se of a very Jewish
Jew Paul, Nanos presupposes the thoroughly
Jewish context off Paul and
an his mission to Gentiles and the formation of
early Christian communities. The Jewish context that Nanos explores for
his reading of Paul is rather circumscribed to some general aspects of the
historical context of Jews and Jewish communities in Diaspora. Nanos emphasizes, among others, the role of the synagogue in the Jewish community,
the presence of “God-fearing” Gentiles and their relations to the halakha

67. Ibid., 250.
68. Ibid., 245–54.
69. Ibid., 237. For a different reading of 1 Cor 7:17–20, see Segal, Paul the Convert,
214–15.
70. Nanos, The Mystery of Romans.
71. Ibid., 23 and passim.
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operative in the category of “righteous Gentiles.”72 Nanos applies the full
implications of these factors to his reading of Paul’s message in Romans
by relating them to the implied audience (Christian Gentiles), the tension
between the “weak” and the “strong,” and the issue of equality and difference between Jews and Gentiles.
One of the most provocative arguments Nanos makes is that he identifies the “weak” in Romans with non-Christian Jews rather than Jewish
Christians and the “strong” as Gentile Christians.73 According to Nanos, the
traditional identification of the “weak” in Romans with the Jewish Christians is problematic, because in that case scholars are passing judgment on
the continuous practice of Jewish laws on the part of Jewish Christians as
if it were “deficient in faith.”74 Nanos sees such judgment as the very judgos identification of the
os’s
ment Paul opposed to in Rom 14:3.75 Although Nanos’s
“weak” with non-Christian Jews as a solution for
or such a d
dilemma appears
to be appealing, it reveals some ambiguity and weakness. For
F example, if
we follow Nanos’s proposal regarding the
hee identity of the “weak” and the
“strong,” we need to imagine a Christian
tian group in Rome
Rom which had much
Ro
nonon-Chr
Christian
istian Jews,
Jew Christian Jews, nonundifferentiated association with non-Christian
Chris
“r
Christian Gentile God-fearers, and Christian
“righteous
Gentiles” within
y. Moreover, it is hard
h to understand how Christhe larger Jewish community.
tian Gentiles—they must
st have been in a minority
m
position within the Jewish community, albeitt in a majority pos
po
position over Jewish Christians—could
be tempted to disregard
sregard
rd and despi
despise non-Christian Jews and the rules of
behavior which
h righteous G
Gent
Gentiles were expected to observe. In my view,
the identity off the weak and
an the strong as Jewish Christians and Gentile
ome
me can st
s work for the same argument that Nanos makes.
Christians in Rome
still
h reading of Romans and Galatians as well, Nanos
Throughout his
discusses the relationship between Jews and Gentiles and Paul’s position
toward them by considering the principle of universal “monotheism” (that
is, the One God of Israel is also the One God of the nations) as integral
to Paul’s conviction and arguments.76 According to Nanos, on the basis
of such “monotheism” Paul insisted that (1) Jews should not become like
72. See ibid., 41–84.
73. See ibid., 85–165 (Chapter 3: “Who were the ‘Weak’ and the ‘Strong’ in Rome?”),
esp. 119–59.
74. Ibid., 88–95.
75. Ibid., 103–19.
76. Ibid., esp. 179–201.
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Gentiles, by giving up the very practices that make them Jews, and that (2)
Gentiles should not become Jews by adopting circumcision, but respect the
minimal requirements expected of “righteous gentiles.” This is how Nanos
explores the meaning of Paul’s understanding of the equality between Jews
and Gentiles in Christ in terms of an “equal, but different” principle: “They
are different, Jews and Gentiles—yet equal in Christ.”77 Nanos endeavors
to demonstrate that such “monotheism” promoted the “equal, but different” principle without devaluing the meaningful validity of the Jewish law
and customs on the part of Jews and Jewish Christians, and that this very
monotheism was equally operating for Paul’s position in his confrontation
with Peter at Antioch (Gal 2:11–21).
Nanos’s exegesis of the Antioch incident, however, turns out to be
cha
somewhat problematic. Although I accept Nanos’s chall
challenge to the domiquality
uality be
betw
nant scholarly view that Paul’s concern for equality
between Jews and
o differences
Gentiles was motivated by and/or resulted in the abrogation of
emains too theo
among them, his discussion of the issue remains
theological, heavily
m.” The study of Pa
drawing on the theme of “monotheism.
Paul and his politics
err consideration of
o the concrete historiof equality/difference needs a further
nity
ity within a broader
broad Roman imperial concal context of each local community
line communities
communiti were situated.
text in which Jewish and Pauline

3. THEORETICAL
AL AND HER
HERM
HERMENEUTICAL
M
CONSIDERATIONS
STRATEGY OF THIS
TIONS AND READING
R
RE
STUDY
In the preceding section,
ection, I have sketched briefly two contrasting interpretive trends in current interpretation of Paul with regard to the issue of
equality/difference between Jews and Gentiles. Both trends commonly acknowledge that Paul’s attitude toward Jewish Law has much to do with the
issue of equal status of Jews and Gentiles within the Christian community,
rather than with the critique of Jewish legalism. But, does equality or justice
necessarily mean the denial or limitation of Jewish and Gentile difference?
According to the first position, Paul’s devaluation of the validity of the
Jewish Law in theory and/or in practice was motivated by and/or resulted
in the eradication of differences between Jews and Gentiles. Scholars who
belong to this category sought to explain Paul’s position under the rubric
77. Ibid., 286 (emphasis original).
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of “universalism,” although they use different terms with slightly different emphases. A fundamental problem with this position is the nature of
universalism it imposes on Paul. No doubt, the ideal of universalism and
social unity that transcends differences and thereby reproduces cultural
imperialist relations of domination and oppression should be challenged
and dismantled. But, does Paul in Galatians and Romans promote such a
universalism?
On the other hand, the second position contends that Paul, like his
other Jewish fellows, remained a Torah-observant Jew. Not only did he not
urge Jews to abandon their practice of the Jewish Laws, but further encouraged Gentiles to accommodate to the Jewish laws. Thus, the co-existence of
Jews and Gentiles which Paul advocated is characterized by the principle
nd G
of “pluralism” in the sense that Jews remain Jews and
Gentiles remain Genpluralism if that was Paul’s
tiles. Who would have opposed such a neutral pluralism,
alism seems to undermine
position? The argument for such a neutral pluralism
i
both historical and ideological complexityy involved in the issue
in question.
nd difference between
betw
In order to search for equality and
Jews and Genh the contemporary
contempora theoretical and hertiles, I will make connections with
meneutical context of Paul’s dayy in which the d
discourse on equality and
merging issue, aand by making explicit my social
difference had become an emerging
gage the contemporary
conte
contem
location from which I engage
politics of difference as
well as the Pauline discourse
equality and difference. Secondly, I conscourse on equa
textualize the Pauline
uline discourse on equality and difference between Jews
and Gentiles byy situating it into a proper Sitz im Leben, that is, the setting
of table-fellowship
Pauline Christian communities (Gal 2:11–21
owship
wship within P
and Rom 14:1—15:13).
Furthermore, I shall recontextualize the practice of
—15:13).
5:13). F
table-fellowship at ear
early Christian meals within the larger cultural milieu of
Greco-Roman meal practice.
The way of posing questions regarding the issue of equality and difference between Jews and Gentiles, the scholarly interpretation of Paul’s universalism, and its implications have some resonance with the contemporary
critical discourse on the politics of identity/difference. Thus, in chapter 2
of this study, I shall attempt a dialogical and critical engagement with the
current social criticisms on the politics of difference, particularly taking
into consideration postmodern, feminist, and postcolonial perspectives on
“difference.” Furthermore, such an engagement will be made by bringing
a distinct perspective from my own Korean context, that is, a liberationoriented minjung perspective in order to see how different approaches to
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the politics of difference intersect with the similarities and dissimilarities
of one another.
In particular, in order to problematize dualistic, binary terms and conceptions, including the very terms “Jews and Gentiles” in Pauline discourse
and Pauline scholarship, I will pay attention to the postmodern criticism of
Western philosophical and theoretical discourse on “the logic of identity”78
which serves to deny and repress difference. On the other hand, my approach to the problem of equality and difference is to a certain extent motivated by and has affinity with the recent issue of “competing paradigms of
liberation.”79 The ideal of liberation as the elimination of group difference
has been recently challenged by social movements of the oppressed. The
politics of difference which asserts group difference has been promoted by
these social movements. What is at stake here is the mea
me
meaning of social “difference” within the context of equality/justice. The focus on
o the meaning
urther
er discussed in my reapof social and political “difference” will be further
erspectives on “difference.
“d
propriation of feminist and postcolonial perspectives
” The
primary meaning of “difference” as denied,
enied, marginaliz
marginalized, and alienated
identity within hierarchical power relations
elations in terms of class, gender, race,
and empire will be explored and appropriated.
appropriate
Scholars, following Stendahl’s
ndahl’s argument,
argumen have acknowledged that the
thrust of Paul’s justification
on by faith was not
n Luther’s quest for a gracious
rn
n for the equal status
s
God, but Paul’s concern
of Gentile Christians. Yet, it
ientlyy explored ho
has not been sufficiently
how the issue of equality and difference
nd Gentiles in Paul
Pa and the early Christian movement is
between Jews and
closely linked
d to the specific
specifi setting of “table-fellowship” of Jews and
Gentiles, as it is shown
own fro
from different perspectives, e.g., in Galatians (Gal
2:11–14), Romans (Ro
(Rom 14:1—15:13) and Acts (Acts 10, 11, 15).80 Preparing for my exegetical and interpretive reading of two meal texts in Gal
2:1–21 and Rom 14:1—15:13 in chapters 4 and 5, I shall discuss in chapter

78. For an excellent theoretical elaboration of the post-modern discourse on identity/difference within the framework of social justice, see Young, Justice and the Politics
of Difference. For “the logic of identity,” see esp. 96–121.
79. Ibid., esp. 156–73.
80. Considering that the problems involved in the Corinthian meal settings are not
directly related to the issue of Jew-Gentile equality and difference, I will not deal with
the Corinthian situation throughout this study. For the Corinthian problems, see Theissen, “The Strong and the Week”; Theissen, “Social Integration”; Gooch, Dangerous Food;
Horsley, “1 Corinthians.” For imperial context, see esp. Price, Rituals and Power.
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3 the significance of Greco-Roman meal practice as an important setting
for table-fellowship in early Christian communities.
Greco-Roman common meals as a social institution provided the
cultural milieu for social and religious activities of various groups, clubs,
and associations in the first-century Roman world, including Jewish and
early Christian gatherings. The practice of table-fellowship represents an
important context in which members of early Christian communities embodied their faith in concrete, communal, and interactive ways within their
specific historical situations. It was a communal space where especially the
ideal of equality between Jews and Gentiles could be tested in the face of
mutual difference. I will affirm this emphasis by examining how differences
in social status, class, and gender were structurally arranged and displayed
ween social equality and
at Greco-Roman meals and how the tension between
d practica
practical levels in relation
social difference was dealt with at rhetorical and
lore diverse w
to common meals. Furthermore, in order to explore
ways of dealing
nces
ces at meals, incl
with and negotiating those social differences
including Paul’s poGentile at common meals,
sition toward the differences between Jews and Gentiles
ynamic
namic of GrecoGreco-R
R
I shall discuss how the logic and dynamic
Greco-Roman
meals intersects
ge
with the logic and dynamics off ritual in general.
Christian
istian meal
me practice was a primary Sitz
m
Recognizing that the early Chr
Gentile
ntile difference was problematized, debated, and
im Leben in which Jew-Gentile
negotiated within thee process of early Christian social formation, in chapll focus
us my exegetical
exege
ters 4 and 5 I will
and interpretive work on the two
–21 an
and Rom 14:1—15:13)
14
texts (Gal 2:11–21
which allow us a glimpse of the
an
n table-fellowship
table-fellows
table-fellow
early Christian
trouble with the Jew-Gentile difference at
munities
ities of different social hierarchical relations. Along with
different communities
d hermeneutical
he
h
the theoretical and
perspectives I bring to the familiar texts,
a socio-historical and socio-rhetorical reading will be guiding my reading
and interpretation of Paul’s dealing with the differences between Jews and
Gentiles.
One of the main arguments in this study is that by dealing with the
contextual meanings of contingent differences between Jews and Gentiles
within the particularities of different communities and by negotiating
those differences within the framework of equality-versus-difference, Paul
actually presents a coherent politics of difference, which is embodied in
both his practices and theological argumentations. I would contend that
Paul’s practices related to the issue of the Jew-Gentile difference at the
early Christian community meals exemplify such a politics of difference.
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Furthermore, I will argue that while Paul’s practice acted out at the Antioch incident (Gal 2:11–21) represents his concern for and defense of the
Gentile difference, Paul’s rhetorical practice in negotiating the Jew-Gentile
difference between the “weak” and the “strong” at Christian meal practice
in Rome (Rom 14:1—15:13) represents his concern for and defense of the
Jewish difference.
Would it be possible to suggest that Paul might have an emancipatory and egalitarian understanding of “universalism” and “unity” when he
wrestled with the vision of community of “neither Jews nor Gentiles” (cf.
Gal 3:26–28)? Then, the question will become crucial: “universalism or pluralism—from whose perspective?” With this question in mind, this study
aims to offer an alternative reading of “neither Jews nor Gentiles” in Paul’s
politics of difference and its implication.
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